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Population based study of early risk of stroke after transient
ischaemic attack or minor stroke: implications for public education
and organisation of services
A J Coull, J K Lovett, P M Rothwell, on behalf of the Oxford Vascular Study

Abstract
Objective To estimate the very early stroke risk after a transient
ischaemic attack (TIA) or minor stroke and thereby inform the
planning of effective stroke prevention services.
Design Population based prospective cohort study of patients
with TIA or stroke.
Setting Nine general practices in Oxfordshire, England, from
April 2002 to April 2003.
Participants All patients who had a TIA (n = 87) or minor
stroke (n = 87) during the study period and who presented to
medical attention.
Main outcome measures Risk of recurrent stroke at seven days,
one month, and three months after TIAs and minor strokes.
Results The estimated risk of recurrent stroke was 8.0% (95%
confidence interval 2.3% to 13.7%) at seven days, 11.5% (4.8%
to 18.2%) at one month, and 17.3% (9.3% to 25.3%) at three
months after a TIA. The risks at these three time periods after a
minor stroke were 11.5% (4.8% to 11.2%), 15.0% (7.5% to
22.5%), and 18.5% (10.3% to 26.7%).
Conclusions The early risks of stroke after a TIA or minor
stroke are much higher than commonly quoted. More research
is needed to determine whether these risks can be reduced by
more rapid instigation of preventive treatment.

Introduction
Approximately 15% of ischaemic strokes are preceded by a tran-
sient ischaemic attack (TIA).1 This “warning” event provides an
opportunity to prevent stroke, and guidelines highlight the need
for rapid access clinics.2–4 However, although much work has
been done on the causes and dangers of delayed assessment
after acute major stroke,5 6 few studies of TIA or minor stroke
have been done, and we do not know how urgently patients must
be seen for these clinics to be effective. North American
guidelines recommend that assessment and investigation should
be completed within one week of a TIA or minor stroke,7 8 and
British guidelines recommend assessment within two weeks,2 3

but routine practice varies widely.9 In the United Kingdom, the
national service framework for older people requires that rapid
access stroke prevention services are in place by April 2004.4

However, no guidance is given for how rapidly patients should
be seen.

The danger of delaying investigation and treatment after a
TIA or minor stroke depends on the early risk of subsequent
stroke. Commonly quoted risks, of 1-2% at seven days and 4% at
one month,1 8 10–13 are underestimates because patients were usu-

ally recruited several weeks after the TIA and any patients who
had a major stroke during this period were excluded. A study of
patients presenting to an emergency department within 24
hours of a TIA reported a risk of stroke of 5.3% at two days,14 but
no recent data from population based studies exist, and no data
are available on the risk of recurrence after a minor stroke, which
is also usually investigated in “TIA” clinics.

We have studied the early risk of stroke after a TIA or minor
stroke in a prospective population based study (the Oxford vas-
cular study), in which patients are enrolled as soon as possible
after their symptoms and detailed information is collected on the
timing of onset of symptoms and early recurrent events.

Methods
The Oxford vascular study is a population based study of the
incidence and prognosis of TIA and stroke.15 The methods and
population are similar to those of the Oxfordshire community
stroke project (1981-6).16 The study covers a population of
90 542, registered with 63 general practitioners in nine family
health centres in Oxfordshire, England. Registration of patients
into the study began on 1 April 2002 and continued until 31
March 2003.

Collaborating general practitioners were encouraged to
notify the study physician immediately by telephone, pager, or
facsimile of any patient whom they thought might have had a
TIA or stroke. We made regular checks to ensure that all relevant
patients were referred, by means of a liaison general practitioner
in each practice, a bimonthly visit to each practice from the study
research nurse, frequent personal contact between the study
physicians and the general practitioners, and searches of practice
diagnostic codes. We ascertained patients presenting to hospital
by daily review of hospital admission registers, emergency
department attendance records, and admission to the John Rad-
cliffe Hospital stroke unit and other relevant wards and by regu-
larly checking all requests for brain and carotid imaging. Patients
not needing hospital admission were seen as soon as possible by
a study physician in a daily (Monday to Friday) clinic or assessed
in the community. We recorded the date and time of onset of
each vascular event and the date and time that each patient first
sought medical attention. In addition to standard ascertainment,
a study nurse did follow up by face to face interview at one
month and three months. If the nurse suspected a recurrent
event a study neurologist (PMR) re-examined the patient.

We included patients in this analysis if they presented with a
first or recurrent TIA or minor stroke, diagnosed according to
standard criteria, during the study period.16 17 We defined minor
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stroke as ≤ 3 on the National Institutes of Health stroke scale at
the time of initial assessment.18 We excluded patients if they did
not give informed consent or if assent from the nearest relative
was unavailable. We calculated actuarial survival free of stroke
from the time of onset of the first TIA or the first minor stroke
during the study period.

Results
We recruited 87 patients with a TIA and 87 patients with a minor
stroke (table). We excluded 83 patients with major stroke
(National Institutes of Health score > 3). All patients were
followed up for 3 months. During this time 15 patients with TIA
had a subsequent stroke, two of which were fatal and three of
which resulted in an increased Rankin score at three months’ fol-
low up.19 The remaining 10 cases were minor strokes, and we
therefore entered them into the minor stroke analysis from the
date of the minor stroke onwards. Sixteen patients with minor
stroke had a subsequent stroke, of which four were fatal and two
resulted in increased disability at three months. The estimated
stroke risks after a TIA were 8.0% (95% confidence interval 2.3%
to 13.7%) at seven days, 11.5% (4.8% to 18.2%) at one month, and
17.3% (9.3% to 25.3%) at three months. The risks at the three
time points were similar (log rank P = 0.8; figure) after a minor
stroke: 11.5% (4.8% to 11.2%), 15.0% (7.5% to 22.5%), and 18.5%
(10.3% to 26.7%).

Five TIA patients and three minor stroke patients had their
subsequent stroke before seeking medical attention after the ini-
tial event. If we exclude these patients to produce more
conservative estimates, the seven day, one month, and three

month stroke risks are 7.2% (1.7% to 12.8%), 8.4% (2.4% to
14.4%), and 13.3% (6.0% to 20.6%) after a TIA and 7.2% (1.7% to
12.8%), 10.9% (4.2% to 17.6%), and 14.6% (7.0% to 22.2%) after a
minor stroke.

Discussion
Our results support the findings of a recent reanalysis of the data
from the Oxford community stroke project, which showed simi-
larly high risks of stroke after a first ever TIA.20 However, this
analysis was based on data collected 20 years ago, when fewer
patients were likely to be taking stroke prevention treatments,
and it did not include patients with minor stroke. Our more
recent data have important clinical implications. If patients
present to medical attention very soon after a TIA or minor
stroke, either in general practice or in the emergency
department, the risk of stroke is high and urgent preventive
treatment is needed. This is particularly important for patients in
whom specific treatments are indicated, such as those with
cardiac embolism or carotid stenosis. Patients with atrial fibrilla-
tion need anticoagulation,21 and benefit from carotid endarterec-
tomy falls rapidly with time after a TIA or non-disabling stroke.22

British guidelines recommend that patients with TIA and minor
stroke should be seen in clinics within two weeks,2 3 but our data
show that a substantial number of patients will have a stroke
before being seen in such clinics. For stroke prevention to be
most effective, patients will need to be seen within the first few
hours or days.

Delays before patients are included into studies lead to
underestimation of the risk, because strokes occurring during
this time are excluded. We minimised these delays in our study
by prompt evaluation of patients in a daily clinic. Nevertheless, a
short delay is unavoidable, and a few patients in our study who
had a recurrent stroke before seeking medical attention for the
initial TIA or minor stroke were therefore included retrospec-
tively. This can result in an overestimation of the risk, because an
unknown number of patients who had no recurrent event and
who never presented to the study are excluded. However, only
eight patients were ascertained retrospectively, and exclusion of
these cases did not significantly alter our results.

In conclusion, the estimated risk of stroke after a TIA or
minor stroke is 8-12% at seven days and 11-15% at one month.
For stroke prevention to be effective, the public would need to be
educated to seek medical attention urgently and services would
need to be organised such that all patients with TIA or minor
stroke are seen immediately. Further research is needed to deter-
mine the most effective strategy to prevent early recurrent stroke.
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Characteristics of patients included in the analyses. Values are numbers
(percentages) unless stated otherwise

Characteristics TIA patients (n=87) Minor stroke patients (n=87)

Mean (SD) age (years) 75.0 (10.8) 73.0 (12.5)

Male sex 38 (44) 41 (47)

Previous TIA or stroke 36 (41) 19 (22)

Treated hypertension 48 (55) 47 (54)

Current smoking 5 (6) 19 (22)

Treated diabetes mellitus 10 (12) 10 (12)

Angina 18 (21) 16 (18)

Previous myocardial
infarction

16 (18) 16 (18)

History of treated
hyperlipidaemia

28 (32) 21 (24)

Antiplatelet treatment before
event

44 (51) 36 (41)

Anticoagulated before event 6 (7) 1 (1)

TIA=transient ischaemic attack.
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Ethical approval: The study was approved by the Oxfordshire clinical
research ethics committee (C0.043).
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What is already known on this topic

How urgently patients with transient ischaemic attack and
minor stroke should be seen for effective stroke prevention
is uncertain

The commonly quoted risks of early stroke after a TIA of
1-2% at seven days and 2-4% at one month are probably
underestimates

Recent reports based on 20 year old data suggest that the
early risks of stroke after a TIA are much higher than
previously quoted; no equivalent data exist for minor stroke

What this study adds

The early risks of stroke after either a TIA or a minor stroke
are much higher than usually quoted: 8-12% at seven days
and 11-15% at one month

Public education about the symptoms of TIA or stroke are
needed so that patients seek medical attention quickly

Patients who present soon after their symptoms need
urgent investigation and stroke prevention treatment
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